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A Mix of Uses
The land-use framework identifies nine categories of land
uses for downtown Fairbanks. The diagram to the right
illustrates the land uses suggested for downtown parcels.
In some instances mixed-use development may occur
where feasible.
When parcels contain a vertical mix of uses, the color
shown on the land-use framework typically indicates
the predominate use or the most important groundfloor use; in some cases, as with parking structures or
housing, the predominate use can be located on the upper
floors, which make up the bulk of the building. Further
definition of permitted uses and design standards will
need to be clarified in future zoning codes.
These land use categories are described in detail on the
following pages. The graphics associated with each landuse framework category depict one concept of what each
area will look like at build-out.
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Office Framework
The office framework identifies existing downtown
office locations and new development sites that will
accommodate both employers requiring large floor
plates with multiple floors and smaller tenants within
the Chena and Barnette office districts. The framework
can accommodate up to one million SF of additional
downtown office space.

New Office Districts
The framework outlines new focus areas for increased
office development, including:

 The Chena Office District – Office sites targeted for
legal, financial and major employers, such as energy
companies that may benefit by a location adjacent to
the Rabinowitz Courthouse; includes redevelopment
of the Polaris block (525,000 SF in four 10-story
buildings)
 The Barnette Office District – smaller sites ideal for
professional offices that may benefit from a location
along the Barnette Street corridor (350,000 SF in
five, 5-story buildings)
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The framework provides for offices within:
 Easy walking distance to services – transit, retail and
business services are located within a quarter mile
 Parking – sufficient, convenient garage spaces are
located within office districts
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